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[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Bin Song]  

 
[00:00]  

 
េតPQដងឹTអងU VចរចួZល់េ[យរេប\ប]? 
How do you know when an Angkuoch is finished?  
 

ខi j ំដឹងTអងU VចមួយរចួZល់ េmnះខi j ំេមPលេឃPញTrmតឹមmតsវ។ ខi j ំក៏mតsវwx ត់rេមPល។ 
េពលែដលwx ត់េ{លឺសេម}ងល~ េហPយ ខi j ំនឹងដឹងTrរចួZល់េហPយ។  
I know an Angkuoch is finished when it is all correct after I check it. I have to 
try first. When it produces a good sound, I know that it is finished.  

 
សូមQប�� ញខi j ំបន1 ិចេមPលTរចួេ�ះ�៉ង]េ{វ �ញ!  
Please kindly show me that finished Angkuoch!  
 

េពលែដលេធ� PរចួេហPយ ខi j ំmតsវេមPលmបេ�ងmតង់កែន}ងេនះ។ 
mបេ�ងអ]1 តែដល�ប់នឹងទូក! េពលែដលេមPលេ{ rមិនប៉ះអ� ីេទ\តេទ 
&នន័យT rmតឹមmតsវល~ េហPយ។ េពលែដលrេមPលេ{ល~ េហPយ 
r&នន័យTrេmបP�រ�នេហPយ។  
When it is finished, I have to check the gap here. The gap between the body 
and lamella. If I see it [the lamella] does not firmly attach to the body, it means 
it is correctly made. When it is good, that means it is playable.  

 
[00:57]  
 
ចុះេបPrេមPលេ{ល~ េហPយ ែតrអត់... wx ត់អត់លឺ?  
What if it looks good but… It does not produce a sound?  
 
 

េបPrmតsវ�# េហPយ ែតwx ត់មិនលឺ r&នន័យTអងU Vចេនះមិនទន់។ rេ�រ �ងេពក 
ដូចេនះrwx ត់មិនលឺេទ។ េបP�លrទន់េពក rក៏មិនលឺែដរ។  
If it is correctly made, yet does not produce a sound, that means that the 
Angkuoch is not soft enough. If it is too tough, it cannot produce a sound. If it 
is too soft, it won’t produce a sound either.  

 
អ� ីទន់េពក?  
Soft on what part?  
 

អ]1 តទន់! េបPទន់េពល rនឹងមិនលឺ។ េហPយេបPrរ �ងេពល rក៏មិនលឺែដរ។ ដូចេនះ 
ខi j ំ�ចេមPលដឹងTអងU Vចេធ� PរចួេហPយ។ េពលែដលេធ� PរចួេហPយ 
ខi j ំmតsវ*កេលងេដPម�ីឱ¡ដឹងTrលឺ ឬមិនលឺ។  
A soft lamella! If the lamella is too soft, it cannot produce a sound. If it is too 
tough, it cannot produce a sound either. In this way, I can see whether an 
Angkuoch is finished. When an Angkuoch is finished, I have to test whether it 
can produce a sound or not.  

 
[1:41]  
 
ខi j ំចង់ឱ¡Qបេmង¥នខi j ំពីរេប\បេលងអងU Vច។ េតPខi j ំmតsវេធ� Pដូចេម1ច?  
I want you to show me how to play Angkuoch. What should I do?  
 

mតsវ[ក់ឱ¡ទល់េធ¦ញ! ឧ¨ហរណ៍ mតsវ[ក់េធ¦ញទល់េ�mតង់េនះ 
ែតបបូរ&ត់មិន�ចប៉ះនឹងអ]1 តេនះេទ! 



mតsវ[ក់អ]1 តរបស់អងU Vចេនះសª ិតេ�ចំmបេ�ងៃនេធ¦ញេទPបrមិនប៉ះ! ប�x ប់មក 
ខi j ំmតsវwx ត់។ េពលែដលwx ត់លឺេហPយ ខi j ំmតsវេmបPសេម}ងពីក កេន} Pត ឬអ]1 ត។  
You need to compress it with your teeth! For example, it is to be compressed 
here and the lips shouldn’t touch the lamella. The lamella of the Angkuoch 
must be in between the line of the teeth. Then you play. For it to produce a 
sound, I need to use my voice from my throat, uvula and tongue.  

 
សូមQជួយប�� ញ! េតPmតsវ[ក់រេប\បេម៉ច? 
Please show us! How should I put it?  
 

mតsវ[ក់ែបបេនះ! េបP&នេធ¦ញ ខi j ំmតsវ[ក់ទល់េធ¦ញ។ ខi j ំmតsវេក\បែបបេនះ។  
You have to put it like this! If I had teeth, I would have to compress it with my 
teeth. I’d have to compress it like this.  

 
°?ំ  
Bite it?  
 

េក\ប! េក\បទល់នឹងេធ¦ញ រចួwx ត់! េហPយេពល]ែដលខi j ំចង់និ�យ 
ខi j ំmតsវនិ�យនឹងកេន} Pត។ 
Compress it! Compress with your teeth then play! And when I want to speak, I 
have to speak from my uvula.  

 
*កបន1 ិចេ{េមPល!  
Try it please!  
 

rមិនលឺ។  
It does not produce a sound.  
 
េមPល? 
See?  

 
ឈប់ៗ! rេ�េក\កបន1 ិចេហPយ។ ខi j ំmតsវសmម́លrសិន។  
Wait! wait! It is still firmly attached. I have to tweak it.  

 
[03:30]  
 
េតPQ[ក�៉់ងេម៉ច? េហPយៃដេធ� P�៉ង]េទPបmតsវ?  
How do you place it? And what to do with the hands? 
 
េតPmតsវwx ត់េល¶ន ឬយឺតប៉ុ]· ?  
How fast or slow one should play?  
 

េល¶នឬយឺតគឺេmសចែតេលPខi j ំនិ�យ។  
Fast or slow is determined by the words I speak.  

 
កេន} Pតបេ¹º ញសេម}ងមក? 
And you speak them from the uvula?  
 

�ទ! េរ¶ងេល¶នឬយឺតគឺ�mស័យេលP�រនិ�យ។ ចង់»ប់ 
ឬយឺតគឺ�mស័យេលPេយPង។rមិន&នអ� ីេទ។ 
Yes! Playing fast or slow is determined by the words we speak. If we want to 
play slow or fast, that depends on us. It is nothing more than that.  

 
[04:15]  
 



ដូចេនះេហPយ�ន�ខi j ំនិ�យTអងU Vច...េពលែដលេរ\នេចះេហPយ 
និងេចះទល់េធ¦ញេហPយ េយPង�ចគិតរកnក¡មកនិ�យេ[យខ¼ Vនឯង�ន។  
That is why I said Angkuoch… when we know how to play and know how to 
compress it with the teeth, we can find words to speak ourselves.  

 
េពលែដលទល់េធ¦ញ េតPQmតsវដកដេង� Pម�៉ងេម៉ច?  
When compressing it with the teeth, how do you breathe?  
 

mតsវដកដេង� PមQមmច ¾មុះ!  
You need to breathe through the nose!  

 
Qមិនដកដេង� PមQម&ត់េទ?  
Don’t you breathe through the mouth?  
 

េពលែដល�រ&ត់ ខi j ំ�ចបឺតខ¡ល់ចូល ឬផ¼ jំខ¡ល់េចញ។ េmសចចិត1!  
When I open my mouth, I can breathe in and out. It depends on me!  

 
ដេង� Pមេចញ ដេង� Pមចូល?  
Breathe in and out?  
 

ខi j ំដកដេង� PមQមmចមុះ។ rមិន¨ក់ទងនឹង&ត់េទ។ ដកដេង� Pមធម¦Q!
េហPយេពលែដលខi j ំនិ�យនឹងកេន} Pត r�ចលឺដូច�# ។  
I breathe through the nose. It does not connect to my mouth. I can breathe as 
usual. When I vocalise using the uvula, it can be heard as normal.  

 
[04:52]  
 
សូមQប�� ញម1ងេទ\ត! ...°?ំ 
Please show me again! … Bite?  
 

បបូរ&ត់េនះmតsវេប\ម! េធ¦ញmតsវទល់! 
អ]1 តរបស់អងU Vច[ក់ឱ¡mតsវ°# តរបស់េធ¦ញខi j ំ!  
The lips have to hold! Teeth have to compress! And the lamella of the 
Angkuoch must be placed correctly in the mouth.  

 
អ]1 តរបស់អងU Vចmតsវប៉ះនឹងអ]1 តQ?  
Does the lamella hit your tongue?  
 

អ]1 តេនះមិនប៉ះេទ! mតsវរញួអ]1 តេ{កÁ jង!  
Your tongue does not touch it. It must retreat inside [the mouth].  

 
ែតអត់&ន!  
No!  

 
អ]1 ត�ចនិ�យ�ន!  
The tongue can speak.  

 
Ãស? 
Yes?  
 

អ]1 ត�ចនិ�យ�ន! mគ.ស់អ]1 ត! 
This tongue can produce words. Vibrate your tongue!  

 
រ.ស់?  
Vibrate?  



 
េបPចង់ឱ¡rេ�ល°} ងំ ខi j ំmតsវរ.ស់អ]1 ត។  
If I want a vibrating sound, I have to vibrate from my tongue first.  

 
រ.ស់អ]1 តឱ¡ញឹក?  
Vibrate it fast?  

 
េបPរ.ស់ឱ¡ញឹក rលឺ»ប់។ េបPរ.ស់រេង� Pល rលឺរេង� Pល។ េនះេហPយ�ន�ខi j ំនិ�យT 
េពលែដលអត់េធ¦ញ rពិ�ក។ េបP&នេធ¦ញ ខi j ំmស́លនិ�យ។ 
¨ល់ែតប�� ញេទPបេឃPញ! ពិ�ក]ស់!  
If I vibrate it fast, the sound vibrates fast too. If I play it slow, it will sound slow 
too. This is why I said it is hard when I have no teeth. If I had teeth, I could do 
it with ease. It is not clear unless I demonstrate it. Very difficult!  

 
[06:03]  

 
េនះេហPយ�ន�ខi j ំT ខi j ំេធ� P�នែតប៉ុេណ· ះេទ។ រេប\បៃន�រេលង 
ខi j ំេធ� PមិនេកPតេទេ[យ*រខi j ំ�¦ នេធ¦ញwx ត់។ អត់&នេធ¦ញ េហPយrមិនលឺ!  
This is why I say I can do only this [making]. I cannot demonstrate the playing 
technique because I have no teeth. It cannot produce a sound when one has 
no teeth.  

 
េតPQចង់m�ប់មនុសÇជុំ វ �ញពិភពេ.ក�៉ងេម៉ចអំពីអងU Vចេនះ?  
What message do you want to give to people around the world about Angkuoch?  
 

ខi j ំសូមm�ប់mប�ជនកÁ jងពិភពេ.ក¨ងំមូល ក៏ដូច�កÁ jងmបេទសកមÉ j�T 
អងU VចេនះមិនែមនេកPត&នកÁ jងសម័យេនះេទ។ 
អងU VចេនះេកPត&នQំងពីសម័យបុZណ�លយូរេហPយ។ r&នQំងពីសម័យmពះ 
េmnះr&នកÁ jងគមÊ ីរmពះៃmតបិតក។ េ&} ះេហPយ 
សូមបងបË Ìនកុំេ�ះបងr់េÃលេ�ៃថÎ°ងមុខ! 
mតsវែតខិតខំm*វm�វរកឱ¡េឃPញនូវmបភពេដPម! 
េនះ�mបភពេដPមសm&ប់ជន�តិរបស់េយPង! ែខ¦ រអងÏរ!  
The message I would like to give to people around the world as well as people 
in Cambodia is that this Angkuoch does not exist in this generation. It has 
existed for a very long time already. It has existed since Buddha’s era because 
that is written in the Pali Canon. So please do not let it peter out in the near 
future! We need to try hard to know its roots! This is a root for Cambodian 
people. Khmer Angkor!  

 
េតPQចង់m�ប់អ� ីដល់េក¦ងជំ�ន់េm�យេទ? 
What do you want to tell people in the next generation?  
 

�ទ!  
Yes!  

 
េតPQចង់m�ប់អ� ីដល់េក¦ងជំ�ន់េm�យេទ? 
What do you want to tell people in the next generation?  
 

ខi j ំសូមm�ប់ដល់េក¦ងជំ�ន់េm�យT េធ� P�៉ង] 
សូមេមQ1 េលងអងU Vចេនះឱ¡�នmគប់ៗ �# ! េរ\នេលងឱ¡�ន¨ងំអស់�# ! 
េបP&នmគs]េចះwx ត់ ឬេចះេលង mតsវេ{េរ\នពីេគេដPម�ីឱ¡�នេចះmគប់�# !
បន1 េ{មុខេទ\ត កុំឱ¡r�ត់! េបPមិនេរ\នបន1េទ rនឹង�ត់េហPយ។  
I want to tell people in the next generation that no matter what, they should 
certainly play this Angkuoch. Learn to play! If there is a teacher who teaches 
how to play and make it, they should go to learn from him or her. To keep it 



alive! Do not let it be lost! If they do not keep learning it, it will be lost one 
day.  
 
mក ¾មអស់េ.កែដល�អ#កm*វេនះ�នេឃPញ នឹងដឹងេហPយTmបភពrមកពី]។ 
េពលែដល�នេឃPញេហPយ អ#ក�មនុសÇជំ�ន់េm�យ សូមជួយបន1េ{េទ\ត! 
ដូច�េÒ! សូមជួយបន1េ{! [េសPច...!]  
As for all of you, research team, you have seen and understood where it [this 
Angkuoch] came from. Now that you know all of this, you are the next 
generation. Please keep working on that! As for you [indicates research 
assistant Say Tola], please keep working on it! [Laughs…]  

 
េរ\នឱ¡�នេចះ  និង�នដឹង! េ.កេនះក៏�នដឹងេហPយែដរ! េយPង�អ#កm*វm�វ 
េហPយដឹងលឺេហPយ សូមេរ\ន¨ងំអស់�# ! េពលែដល&នកុលបុmត 
សូមឱ¡កុលបុmតេរ\នេ{! កុំឱ¡េ�ះបង់! កុំឱ¡បង់�រ�រអងU Vចេនះ! 
េនះេហPយ�វប�ធម៍ និងេករ 1Óដំែណលរបស់ែខ¦ រ។ ខi j ំសូមែផ1w1 ែំតប៉ុណ· ឹង។ កុំឱ¡េភ}ច! 
កុំឱ¡េភ}ចអំពីmបវត1 ិរបស់ែខ¦ រTេយPង&នអ� ីខ} ះ! ដូចែដល�នេឃPញអស់េហPយ!  
To learn and understand! This man also knows [indicates videographer Thon 
Dika]. Your research team have seen and heard; please learn. When you have 
children, please let them study! Do not let it be lost! Do not give up on 
Angkuoch! This is our culture and the heritage of Khmer people. I just want to 
share this message. Do not forget! Do not forget what the Khmer used to 
have! As you all have seen!  

 
សូមអរគុណQែដលខំចំ]យេពលពីរៃថÎ ប�� ញពីរេប\បេធ� P និងរេប\បេលងអងU Vច។ 
ខi j ំអស់សំណួរសួរQេហPយ។ ែតេតPQ&នអ� ីចង់m�ប់បែនªមអំពីអងU Vចេនះេទ?  
Thank you very much for spending two days to show us how to make and play 
Angkuoch. I have asked you all the questions I have. But is there anything you want 
to share more about Angkuoch?  
 

ខi j ំសូមm�ប់បែនªមT េmnះេយPងរស់េ�mបេទសកមÉ j� េយP�នរង េm�ះ¨ងំអស់�# ។ 
សម័យេនះេហPយ �សម័យែដលេយPងmតsវm*វm�វអំពីអ� ីៗែដល�របស់ែខ¦ រ។ 
េÒែដល�អ#កm*វm�វ!សូមខំេ{! សូមខំm*វm�វរក¨ងំអស់!  
I would like to add a bit more: that since we live in Cambodia, we all are 
vulnerable. This generation is the generation that we have who can do 
research on Khmer heritage. You, as a researcher, please keep trying! Please 
keep researching more!  

 
េហPយកូនែខ¦ រ¨ងំអស់mតsវខិតខំរកÖ×ពល~ ¨ងំអស់�# ! សូមកុំ&នទំ�ស់នឹង�# ! 
កុំ&នទំ�ស់នឹង�# ! មិនTកÁ jងmបេទសែខ¦ រ ឬmបេទសដៃទ សូមកុំ&នទំ�ស់! 
សូមេចះmសØញ់�# ! *មគÏ ីគឺ��រល~ ។ េបPេយPងែបក�ក់*មគÏ ី rមិនល~ េទ។
r�mកក់។ ខi j ំសូមw1 ែំតប៉ណុ· ឹងេទ។ សូមអ#កm*វm�វខំm*វm�វបន1េ{េទ\ត! 
េបP&នអ� ីែដលេយPងរកមិន¨ន់េឃPញ សូមរកឱ¡េឃPញ¨ងំអស់! ឱ¡�នmគប់m�ន់!  
And all Khmer people should be good with each other! Please do not fight 
each other! Do not argue! Not only Cambodia but other countries too, please 
do not fight each other! Please love each other! Solidarity is good. If we are 
not united, it is not good. I just wanted to share this message. Please keep 
researching! If we have not found anything, please try! Try your best!  
 
សូមប¹º ប់ែតប៉ុេណ· ះ!  
Let’s finish!  

 
អរគុណQ!  
Thank you!  
 
[10:53 – END] 


